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To reduce the data redundancy and energy consumption caused by the explosive growth of data in wireless sen-
sor networks, this paper presents a node data image based mean filtering algorithm. In the provided approach, 
the nodes are divided into active and de-active nodes to eliminate the data of the sleep nodes and data redun-
dancy. The nodes of wireless sensor network are clustered, and the data obtained from the sensor network are 
modeled. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm is more effective than that of k-medoids, which 
can reduce the redundant data. Moreover, it reduces the energy consumption, and improves the life cycle of 
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1. Introduction
Wireless sensor network (WSN) is the combination 
of sensor, communication and computer technology. 
In WSN (Fig. 1), a source node provides the required 
information to the network. With the rapid devel-
opment of Internet and the «Internet plus» concept, 
wireless sensor network technology has been devel-
oped rapidly again in recent years. More and more 
sensors come into our life, such as temperature sen-
sor, humidity sensor, gas sensor and so on. 

Figure 1 
Wireless network topology
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1 Introduction 

Wireless sensor network (WSN) is the combination of sensor, communication and computer technology. In WSN 
(Fig. 1), a source node provides the required information to the network. With the rapid development of Internet 
and the "Internet plus" concept, wireless sensor network technology has been developed rapidly again in recent 
years. More and more sensors come into our life, such as temperature sensor, humidity sensor, gas sensor and so 
on.  

 

Figure 1 Wireless network topology 

A large number of sensors are deployed in the moni-
tor area to take a collaborative approach for real-time 
monitoring, sensing and gathering information in a 
variety of environment, including digital, text, pic-
tures, voice, video, etc. The data volume with different 
types of data, low density value, and commercial val-
ue is high [3]. The characteristics of sensor network 
data reflect the key elements of the big data 3V model 
[18]: capacity (volume), speed (velocity) and various 
(variety). According to Oracle reports [1], the amount 
of data generated by a sensor network and related 
equipment will reach Giga bytes. Smart sensors and 
network topology are prerequisites to achieve the 
maximum network lifetime. In this case, any Sensor 
randomly selects one of its neighbors as the destina-
tion node and transmits its data to destination node. 
The data packets are sending from one node to anoth-
er until being received at the base station.
The increasing demand for applications in wireless 
sensor network has made the quality of service an in-
teresting and hot research topic. Quality of service re-
quirements of wireless sensor network raises the sig-
nificant challenges. While providing quality of service 

guarantee, the network protocols need to deal with 
energy constraints. With the consideration of the 
properties of sensor networks such as limited ener-
gy, dynamic topology, high network density and large 
scale deployments have posed many challenges in the 
design, implement, and management of wireless sen-
sor network. These challenges have demanded energy 
awareness and robust protocol design at all layers of 
the network protocol [24].
Efficient energy and network lifetime were and still 
are the main design considerations for the most pro-
posed protocols and algorithms for sensor networks 
and have dominated most of the research in WSN. 
In fact, such a huge information data generated or 
transmitted by the nodes will consume large amounts 
of energy. Also since the sensor node is unstable, it 
designs the node redundancy to prevent the failure 
of some nodes. However in data gathering, the re-
dundant nodes will bring a huge amount of redun-
dant data, and the redundant data will consume a lot 
of network energy and waste data processing time 
[25, 24, 35] correspondingly. As a result, the sensor 
network life cycle will be decreases greatly. Faced 
with these problems, the environment is difficult to 
achieve effective on-site intervention. Because of en-
ergy exhausted, the node is unable to work and leads 
to the change of the network topology and the deterio-
ration of network performance. Eventually it leads to 
the splitting of network and paralysis. Therefore, the 
energy effective problem has become a factor that can 
not be neglected in the design of wireless communi-
cation system. How to deal with the energy consump-
tion and big data processing problem of wireless sen-
sor network has become a new research field.
 In recent years, some scholars have carried out the en-
ergy saving research in this field. Rios and Diguez de-
scribe three important algorithms (LEACH, PEGASIS, 
KOCA) to reduce the energy consumption of specific 
implementation process in wireless sensor network 
[23]. They verified the energy consumption of the above 
three algorithms and comprehensively compared the 
advantages and disadvantages respectively. Younis 
presented a distributed clustering to achieve a hybrid 
of energy and communication cost named Hybrid En-
ergy Efficient Distributed clustering (HEED) [19]. The 
HEED protocol calculates the number of iterations, 
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independent of the network diameter. Each node indi-
vidually decides to become cluster head or not by cal-
culating the chance including its residual energy. Wang 
and Yang establish the sliding window to ensure that 
the number of cluster heads in each round is always 
maintained at an optimum range [17]. The sliding win-
dow is used to make the interval that generates random 
number and it can change with the residual energy. The 
initial energy information of the nodes and the other is 
the average energy information of those that have not 
already been cluster heads in the network. The number 
of living nodes is used to dynamically adjust the num-
ber of optimal cluster head in the whole network. The 
sliding window approach has solved the problem that 
the number of cluster heads reduces with the increase 
of the number of rounds. Also the sliding window ap-
proach can dynamically adjust the optimal cluster 
heads number of the whole network, avoiding the prob-
lem that too many cluster heads will elect themselves 
to be cluster heads after some nodes run out of energy.
To improve the performance of WSN, raising the sensor 
nodes’ energy efficiency is one of the most important 
methods. “Hot Spot” and “Energy Hole” are two main 
problems to be resolved to improve energy efficiency. 
Based on an energy aware clustering method which is 
improved from hierarchical agglomerate clustering, 
the sensor nodes’ residual energy would be taken into 
account in clustering operation, and a special packet 
head is defined to help update nodes’ energy informa-
tion when transmitting message among the nodes. The 
network lifetime can be improved by dynamic cluster-
ing in which clusters are reformed after every round, 
which increases the clustering overhead. To optimize 
the parameters, including clustering overhead, net-
work lifetime, energy hole, the network is divided into 
layers and clusters of various sizes. The cluster heads 
are selected based on available energy, the distance to 
the sink and the number of neighbors [14].
The above algorithms can reduce the energy con-
sumption to a certain extent, but for the big data wire-
less sensor network, it will be limited. Wu and Tan 
put forward the facilitate data collection and reduce 
communication distance by moving the sink node 
according to the distributed sensor network in large 
amount of data acquisition [33]. They reduced the 
energy consumption of information transmission by 
the mobility of the sink node. However, the algorithm 
cannot determine the path of the Sink node and the 

data quantity before the cluster formation, and the 
energy consumption of the Sink node is not consid-
ered. Li and Liu proposed an energy efficient data 
gathering algorithm based on regression [11]. In this 
algorithm, the sensor node set is divided into active 
nodes and energy efficient nodes. The active node is at 
the cluster center and uses the regression approach to 
predict the effective energy during data transferring. 
However, they did not consider how to reduce the 
redundancy problem and the amount of transferring 
data in sensor network. To maximize the network 
lifetime, Taheri introduces a multi-hop clustering 
algorithm using the fuzzy logic improvement meth-
ods [4]. In this approach, fuzzy logic is used to se-
lect the best nodes which they became cluster-head. 
The cluster head election is based residual energy as 
primary parameter, node proximity to its neighbors 
distance to base station and node concentration. A 
multi-hop method, which is used for inter-cluster 
and intra-cluster communication distance, and the 
message should be send through, is divided into sev-
eral shorter paths. As a result, the multi-hop commu-
nication in cluster nodes and between cluster heads 
reduces the consumption of energy in the network. 
The increasing popularity of wireless networks and 
mobile devices has taken cloud computing to new 
heights because the data processing capability, data 
storage capacity, and the lifetime of each device are 
limited [22]. Big data and its analysis are at the centre 
of modern science and business. These data are gen-
erated from online transactions, emails, videos, au-
dios, images, click streams, logs, posts, search queries, 
health records, social networking interactions, science 
data, sensors and mobile phones and their applica-
tions [6]. For data processing of the wireless sensor 
network, Bodik et al. [39] proposed integration tool for 
the big data and used Hadoop applications to collect, 
store and monitor the air pollution with wireless sen-
sor network. Big data is eliciting attention from the 
academia, government, and industry. Big data is a term 
utilized to refer to the increase in the volume of data 
that are difficult to store, process, and analyze through 
traditional database technologies. The nature of big 
data is indistinct and involves considerable process-
es to identify and translate the data into new insights. 
The characters of big data are: (1) data are numerous, 
(2) data cannot be categorized into regular relational 
databases, and (3) data are generated, captured, and 
processed rapidly. Combined with the research and 
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practical applications, they analyzed and processed 
the data collected by the sensor network effectively. 
However, the implementation process is complicated 
with some limitations and does not take into account 
the energy consumption of the big data in wireless sen-
sor network. Bergelt proposed data aggregation strat-
egy for large data sensor network [3], but they did not 
consider the data redundancy problem which could 
not effectively extract valuable data information. Be-
cause of the limitations of the existing algorithms for 
wireless sensor networks with large data background, 
the existing algorithms are not effective in solving the 
problem of energy consumption and data redundan-
cy. Wireless sensor network is utilized to efficiently 
deliver the monitoring data of the photo-voltaic (PV) 
modules from power stations to the monitoring cen-
ter located in Cloud data center [30, 32, 29]. With the 
aim of detecting the problems of PV modules from the 
monitoring big data, a two-class data fusion method is 
developed to integrate the monitoring data at sensor 
nodes of WSNs. Then a semi-supervised support vec-
tor machine (SVM) classifier is designed and trained 
by existing solar irradiance big data at the monitor 
center [31]. To evaluate the performance of the given 
methods, they setup a comprehensive experimental 
platform. The experimental results show that the pre-
dicted values match well with the theoretical values of 
power generation [7, 21, 26, 40, 15, 5, 10].
In this paper, we put forward a kind of node data im-
age based mean filtering algorithm. The proposed al-
gorithm models the node data image to find out the 
redundant sensor nodes; it does not only collect data 
from the non redundant nodes, and but also collects it 
from redundant nodes. It predicts the node data with-
out distortion while reducing the sensor network en-
ergy consumption [41, 38, 9, 37, 18, 20]. 

2. Network Model and Definition
A set of sensor nodes are randomly deployed in the 
square field to continuously monitor the phenome-
non under inspection as shown in Fig. 2. 
Each node is decided to become a cluster head (CH) 
randomly. Once a node is decided to become a clus-
ter head, it aggregates the data received from various 
nodes inside the cluster and sends to the base station. 
However, completely independent random cluster 

head selection can’t guarantee the number nodes in 
the cluster and the distribution of cluster head in each 
round. It may select a node which is far away from the 
base station and has low remaining energy to become 
the CH, which will cause the uneven energy loss for 
nodes in the network and form monitoring blind spot, 
even will influence the network’s whole performance 
[16, 2, 27, 28, 12, 13].

2.1. Network Model
A few assumptions are made about the sensor nodes 
and the network model:
1 There are N sensor nodes distributed in an M×N 

field randomly. Once deployed, each node’s loca-
tion information is determined. 

2 All nodes are homogeneous. The wireless sensor net-
work nodes are constructed as hierarchy. In a cluster, 
the nodes are divided into cluster head and ordinary 
nodes, and the ordinary nodes are in the same level 
while the cluster head is in the higher level, as shown 
in Fig. 3. The sensor nodes have the same structure, 
capabilities of receiving and sending data. 

3 A sensor node has the same performance such as the 
initial energy, energy consumption and parameters.

4 The sink is outside of the sensor field. It can be 
reached by all sensors and has sufficient energy. 
The CH can communicate directly with Sink node.

5  CH can perform data aggregation and compression. 
All nodes’ transmission power can be adjusted, and 
the ordinary node can become a cluster head node. 
The ordinary nodes are in the same level while the 
cluster head is in the higher level. The cluster head 
can communicate directly with Sink node.

Figure 2 
WSN Architecture
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Each node is decided to become a cluster head (CH) randomly. Once a node is decided to become a cluster head, 
it aggregates the data received from various nodes inside the cluster and sends to the base station. However, 
completely independent random cluster head selection can't guarantee the number nodes in the cluster and the 
distribution of cluster head in each round. It may select a node which is far away from the base station and has 
low remaining energy to become the CH, which will cause the uneven energy loss for nodes in the network and 
form monitoring blind spot, even will influence the network’s whole performance [16, 2, 27, 28, 12, 13]. 

 
2.1 Network Model 

A few assumptions are made about the sensor nodes and the network model: 

1. There are N sensor nodes distributed in an M×N field randomly. Once deployed, each node’s location 
information is determined.  

2. All nodes are homogeneous. The wireless sensor network nodes are constructed as hierarchy. In a cluster, the nodes 
are divided into cluster head and ordinary nodes, and the ordinary nodes are in the same level while the cluster head 

is in the higher level, as shown in Fig. 3. The sensor nodes have the same structure, capabilities of receiving and 
sending data.  
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In wireless transmission, attenuation of sending 
power decreased exponentially with the increasing 
transmission distance. Here we add EDA (the energy 
consumption of the node data fusion) to energy mod-
el. Both the free space (d2 power loss) and the multi-
path fading (d4 power loss) channel models are used, 
depending on the distance between the transmitter 
and receiver. The electronics energy, Eelec, depends 
on factors such as the digital coding, and modulation, 
whereas the amplifier energy, εfsd2 or εmpd4, depends 
on the transmission distance and the acceptable 
bit-error rate. 
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where, Eelec is the energy consumption per bit in the 
transmitter and receiver circuitry; εfs is free space 
model’s amplifier energy consumption; εmp is multiple 
attenuation model’s amplifier energy consumption; d0 
is a constant which relies on the application environ-
ment [8, 34].
According to (1), the distance is the key factor influ-
encing energy consumption because in most WSNs 
all sensor nodes have the same hardware parameters 
and the information packet formation would be sta-
ble. So decreasing the distance of every hop would 
conserve the nodes’ energy. However, it cannot en-
sure to prolong the network lifetime just through con-
serving nodes’ energy.

Figure 3 
Node’s location collection process in forward iteration
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Figure 3 Node’s location collection process in forward iteration 

3. A sensor node has the same performance such as the initial energy, energy consumption and parameters. 

4. The sink is outside of the sensor field. It can be reached by all sensors and has sufficient energy. The CH can 
communicate directly with Sink node. 
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where, Eelec is the energy consumption per bit in the transmitter and receiver circuitry; εfs is free space 
model’s amplifier energy consumption; εmp is multiple attenuation model’s amplifier energy consumption; d0 is 
a constant which relies on the application environment [8, 34]. 

According to (1), the distance is the key factor influencing energy consumption because in most WSNs all 
sensor nodes have the same hardware parameters and the information packet formation would be stable. So 
decreasing the distance of every hop would conserve the nodes’ energy. However, it cannot ensure to prolong 
the network lifetime just through conserving nodes’ energy. 

It is assumed that the sensed information is highly correlated, thus the cluster head can always aggregate the 
data gathered from its members into a single length-fixed packet. This assumption is impractical because the 
correlation degree of sensed data from different clusters is comparatively low. In this work, relay nodes don’t 
aggregate the incoming packets. We assume that a cluster head consumes EDA (nJ/bit/signal) amount of energy 
for data aggregation. 

 
2.2 Definitions 

Energy efficiency is one of the key factors of improving WSNs’ performance and the concept of energy 

It is assumed that the sensed information is highly 
correlated, thus the cluster head can always aggre-
gate the data gathered from its members into a single 
length-fixed packet. This assumption is impractical 
because the correlation degree of sensed data from 
different clusters is comparatively low. In this work, 
relay nodes don’t aggregate the incoming packets. We 
assume that a cluster head consumes EDA (nJ/bit/sig-
nal) amount of energy for data aggregation.

2.2. Definitions
Energy efficiency is one of the key factors of improv-
ing WSNs’ performance and the concept of energy 
efficiency is introduced through the following two 
definitions.
Definition 1. Network lifetime: The network life-
time is the period from WSNs activated to the failure 
for some sensor nodes dying for the energy exhaust-
ing.
Definition 2. Energy efficiency: It is the ratio of net-
work lifetime to the sensor node’s energy. If the sensor 
node’s energy is stable, the longer network lifetime, 
the more energy efficiency. Coverage control algo-
rithms not only require lowest energy consumption 
in a single monitoring task, but also maintain energy 
balance of the network in a series of monitoring tasks.
Definition 3. Number of active nodes: In the case of 
meeting the coverage requirements, the fewer num-
ber of active nodes are, the larger effective coverage 
area will be.
Definition 4. Network scalability: Coverage control 
algorithm should be able to adapt to both the scale of 
different WSNs and the network topology dynamical-
ly changed.
In WSNs, the node’s energy is consumed to sense, cal-
culate and transmit the message. Among these oper-
ations, energy consumption in transmitting is much 
more than others, and there are many factors influ-
encing energy consumption in transmitting such as 
node hardware parameters, the length of message and 
the distance from start node to end node. In addition, 
in multi-hop WSNs, the inner sensor nodes which 
near the sink node would forward a lot of message 
from the outer layer nodes, so these nodes’ energy 
would be exhausted much faster than the outer ones.
In the digital image using mean filter method, the re-
moval of the image of the noise, let Sxy denotes the set 
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of a set of coordinate center (x, y) is in the spot, the 
size of the rectangle window M×M, the mean filter in 
the defined area calculation is noise pollution image
f


of the average value g(x, y). The value of the denois-
ing image obtained at the center point (x, y) is to cal-
culate the mean value of the pixels in the defined area:

( , )

1( , ) ( , ).
xy

s t

f x y g s t
mn S∈

= ∑


(3)

Through the above description, the mean filter algo-
rithm is the core idea of the field average method. The 
mathematical meaning is shown in (4):

1( , ) ( , ).g x y f x y
M

= ∑ (4)

The idea of the neighborhood average method is to re-
move the pixels of the pixel by the average of the pix-
els in the neighborhood, and then filter out the noise. 
Based on the above analysis, in the image of the node 
data, there is the same noise, which is generated by 
the redundant design of the sensor network. In order 
to remove these noises, a mean value model of the 
node data image is proposed. Assuming that the node 
pixel set is a set of pixels in the corresponding digital 
image, the mean filter algorithm is used to filter out 
the noise of the node in the set, so as to eliminate the 
data redundancy.
In the mean value model of the node data image, the 
mean value of the node data is defined based on (3) 
and (4). The mean value of the axis data of the nodes 
in the first cluster is the mean value of the distance 
between the nodes in the cluster. Then:

1 ( ),ix
x

Ave D x
M

= ∑ (5)

1 ( ).iy
y

Ave D y
N

= ∑ (6)

Definition 5. Node pixel distance: The relationship 
between the expression of the Euclidean distance and 
the location of the points in the two-dimensional image. 
In the image of the node data, the Euclidean distance is 
also applicable, so that the distance between the nodes, 
the node 1 of the coordinates (x1, y1), the coordinates (x2, 
y2) of the node 2. The distance of the node is expressed as:

2 2
12 1 2 1 2( ) ( ) .d x x y y= - + - (7)

Definition 6. Data Circles: Contains node of the pixel 
point of circular definitions for data round. (5) and (6) 
in the value data circle C is the center of a circle (Aveix, 
Aveiy), the radius of the circle in the implementation 
process of algorithm in a dynamic change process, of 
which there is a critical value. The radius at this point 
is defined as the radius of the circle that exactly can 
contain all the ordinary nodes within the cluster.
Definition 7. Fidelity: The fidelity is the degree of the 
data average of the nodes in the data circle. The fideli-
ty of data is distorted through the intuitive expression 
of the data value. The mathematical meaning is as fol-
lows:

1

1 ( )
, (0,1],

m

k

D k
mPro Pro

Ave
= ∈

∑ (8)

where D(k) is the value of the distance between the 
nodes in the cluster.

3. Node Data Image Model 
Description

3.1. Node Data Image
According to the data obtained by the sensor net-
work node, the two-dimensional image described in 
the node pixel mode is called a node pixel point. The 
horizontal and vertical coordinates of the nodes are 1 
and 2 of the data obtained at the same time. Assuming 
that the image V(m×m), which S(x,y) represents a node, 
x={xi|i=1,2,…,N} and y={yi|i=1,2,…,N} were the two 
node in the data set respectively. The data values xi 
and yi are collected at different times from the nodes, 

and 0
0

i

i

x m
y n

≤ ≤
 ≤ ≤

.

Through the above definition, we can get the node 
data image after image. At this point, the image is in 
the two kinds of pixels, the pixels of the node and the 
non node pixels.

3.2. Structural Clustering and Algorithm 
Description
The key idea of this paper is divided into two stages: 
the structure of the sensor network and the data pro-
cessing in the cluster. During the first phase, we need 
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to consider how best to create each sub cluster. In this 
section, we will first introduce the principle of cluster 
construction and how a cluster is clustered. Then, a 
detailed implementation step of the large data pro-
cessing in a single cluster is illustrated.

3.2.1. Construction and Clustering of Node 
Clusters
In the first stage, the construction of node cluster, that 
is how to deploy the sensor nodes in WSN, has a cer-
tain impact on the data collected by nodes. It helps to 
find out the redundant design of the sensor network 
according to the geographical location of the nodes to 
build cluster. Through the node’s position informa-
tion, the distance among the nodes is proportional to 
the actual geographic distance, which can fully reflect 
the close relationship among the nodes. After the con-
structing the node cluster, the nodes are divided into 
clusters using k-medoids algorithm. The partitioning 
method is based on the principle of minimizing the 
degree of dissimilarity between the p of all objects 
and the corresponding representative objects. We use 
the absolute error criterion to measure the clustering 
effect which is defined in (9).

2

1
( ) ,

j

k

i
i p C

E w p o
= ∈

= -∑ ∑ (9)

where, p is the object of cluster Oi, Cj is cluster center, 
Oi are multidimensional vector.
The typical clustering algorithm is described as fol-
lows:
Algorithm 1:  k-medoids clustering algorithm
Input: The number of input clusters k, including the N 
object data set Sn

Output: k optimal cluster set Sk

Step l: Dealing with the data set Sn, randomly select k 
objects Oi, as the original center point, denoted as w.
Step 2: Dividing the remaining objects into the cluster 
that is represented by the nearest center point of the 
object E(w).
Step 3: Selecting a non representative object or in-
stead of the representative object Oi randomly. Then 
updating each cluster center, re-clustering into w’ and 
calculating E(w’). 
Step 4: Calculating ΔE=E(w’)-E(w), if ΔE<0, we use Or 
to replace Oi. In this case, w’ replaces w. 

Step 5: Repeating step 3 to step 4, until the object in 
the cluster collection does not change.
Algorithm 1 is the traditional k-medoids algorithm, 
which is one of the commonly used algorithms in data 
processing. In this paper, we construct the node im-
age V(m, n) of node cluster based on the geographical 
coordinates of nodes to cluster, and form a K-cluster 
of images V ‘(m, n). Analysis and processing of data is 
based on given algorithm within V ‘(m, n).

3.2.2. Implementation Steps of Node Data Image 
Based Mean Filtering Algorithm
After Cluster construction and cluster completion, 
the node data image based mean filtering (NDIMF) 
algorithm is used to cluster the nodes during the data 
processing phase. The key idea of NDIMF algorithm is 
based on the image processing to design the mean fil-
ter. The node image data is the core component of the 
given algorithm. At the start of NDIMF, each cluster 
node image data is used to search the minimum ra-
dius R that is determined according to the elements 
within a cluster dynamically. In this way, it can guar-
antee the cluster size differently, and the searching 
process can cover most of the nodes to ensure that the 
data achieves the highest fidelity. Once the minimum 
searching radius R is determined, the data fidelity of 
the corresponding data circle is calculated, which is 
called Pro. The searching process that obtains the min-
imum radius R of the corresponding data circle will not 
stop until Pro is less than 1 or equal to 1. Through the 
difference among the circles, it is determined that each 
node is active or dormant. The specific performance 
is as follows: If the node is inside the circle, it is active 
node which provides effective data for the cluster. Oth-
erwise if the node is outside the circle, it is a dormant 
node, and the data is redundant, which can be in sleep 
mode. When the data is processed, the data is discard-
ed, and the sensor network does not transmit the node 
data so as to reduce the energy consumption.
Algorithm 2:  NDIMF Algorithm
The node data set for each cluster is S.
The number of dormant nodes is m.
Step l: Calculate the size of the data set (m, n), and 
drawing the node data image V(m, n).
Step 2: Determine the center point (Aveix, Aveiy) and 
calculating the distance between the center point 
and all other points. We select the maximum distance 
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Larg_R. Check all of the sensors if there are some not 
controlled by any clusters. If so, then define the near-
est cluster to those sensors, goto step 3, otherwise 
goto step 6. 
Step 3: Let the initial defined search radius be R, we 
compute the fidelity of data 1 which is R_T_Pro, and 
the fidelity of data 2 which is R_H_Pro. Update all 
sensors by locating them to the nearest clusters using 
minimum Euclidean distance 
Step 4: while R_T_Pro or R_H_Pro is greater than or 
equal to 1

if the distance between points to the center 
point < R

Calculating R_T_Pro and R_H_Pro in 
the circle.

end if
                   end while
Update the cluster by averaging closest sensor loca-
tions.
Step 5: Repeats step 4 until R_T_Pro and R_H_Pro 
meet the requirements or searching the radius to 
reach the maximum radius. When both R_T_Pro and 
R_H_Pro are equal to 1, there is no redundant design.
Step 6: Output the number of dormant nodes 

3.3. Analysis of Energy Consumption
The energy consumption of the introduced new algo-
rithm is calculated step by step:
If the average message length is defined with k byte 
packet, n is the number of nodes and Agent broad-
casts ADVERTISEMENT message to the nodes in the 
network area. The consumed energy while the node 
receiving this message is defined as

R = k*n*Eelec (10)

REPLY_ADVERT message is sent to the Agent when 
the nodes receive ADVERTISEMENT messages. 
During sending REPLY_ADVERT message, the con-
sumed energy is defined as

T = k*Eelec + k*n*d0
*Ɛfs (11)

After CH runs NDIMF and calculates the clusters, 
it starts backward iteration and broadcasts ALERT 

message to the nodes. While receiving this message, 
the consumed energy is defined as

R = k*n*Eelec (12)

After the nodes receive ALERT message, they send 
REPLY messages to the CH. While sending this mes-
sage, the consumed energy is defined as

Tx = k*Eelec + k*n*d0*Ɛfs (13)

After the CH receives REPLY message, it sends  
INFORMATION messages back to the nodes. The en-
ergy consumption definition during the nodes receive 
this message is 

R = k*n*Eelec (14)

4. Experiment Analysis

4.1. Experimental Data Set
The experimental data set use Intel Labs Berkeley 
through the deployment of 50, 100, 200 and 500 sen-
sors respectively to collect real data sets [7]. The pa-
rameters are shown in Table 1.

Table 1
Simulation Parameter

Parameter Value

Eelec 50nJ/bit

Ɛfs 10pJ/(bit·m2)

Ɛmp 0.0013pJ/(bit·m4)

EDA 5nJ

Network monitoring area 500×500m2

Initial node energy E0 0.5J

Node number 100

NDIMF and k-medoids are implemented on sensor 
network and compared with each other. All algo-
rithms are simulated using Matlab 12.0. In each sim-
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ulation, the number of 50, 100, 200, and 500 sensors 
are random located in a 500×500m square location. 
The number of total CH needed for each algorithm is 
found for the radius 25, 50, 75, 100m in order to cover 
all sensors. The proposed algorithm has not only the 
minimum center number for all radius, but also has 
the maximum coverage capacity, which means the 
maximum efficiency. Since there is a large amount of 
data, the information abundance is rich and suitable 
for the application of data analysis and processing in 
WSNs. The information obtained from each sensor 
includes temperature, humidity, light, and voltage. 
Here we choose the temperature and humidity infor-
mation for the experimental analysis.

4.2. Node Clustering Analysis
Based on Algorithm 1, the nodes are clustered into 
clusters using k-medoids algorithm. The node coor-
dinates described in Fig. 4 are divided into 7 clusters 
according to the optimal center point. 
In Fig. 4, we see that the k-medoids algorithm has been 
divided into 7 clusters, and the number of nodes in each 
cluster is different. In the next section, we will use Algo-
rithm 2 to analyze and process the data in each cluster.

Figure 4 
Node coordinates
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In this section, we will introduce some simulation results based on NDIMF algorithm. In the clustering results 
of Fig. 4, the model construction for each cluster node data image. After the model is constructed, the node data 
image is processed by Algorithm 2. We illustrate 100 nodes and the number of dormant nodes separated from 
each cluster is clearly described in Fig. 5.  
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From Fig. 5, it is clear that less the number of nodes 
in the cluster and dormancy of existence of a linear 
relationship among nodes, the more complex the 
node number relative to the redundant nodes and the 
smaller cluster redundancy, and the less the corre-
sponding node sleep. Through the experiment, we can 
know that the large data in the sensor network can be 
established through the model of the data image, and 
the analysis of Algorithm 2 has achieved good results. 
The algorithm is fast and accurate to find out the re-
dundant part of the sensor network, which greatly re-
duces the amount of data to be processed.
Table 2 describes the mean data after each cluster is 
removed from the sleep nodes. 
According to (9), the data fidelity can be very good to 
the change of the data value. The greater value of the 
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fidelity, the smaller the data change is. In Table 2 we 
can see that although access to some of the nodes in 
each cluster of data have been removed, but the entire 
cluster in the data (temperature and humidity) fidel-
ity remains very high which is shown in Fig. 6, and in 
the absence of Hugh sleep node in the cluster, the fi-
delity of the data for 1, algorithm shows that without 
the original data damage.

Table 2 
Data fidelity of each cluster after node data image processing

Cluster No
Temperature

R_T_Pro
Humidity

R_H_Pro
Before After Before After

1 18.27 18.14 99.43% 40.69 40.48 99.88%

2 19.98 19.78 99.85% 37.82 37.52 99.86%

3 23.86 23.66 99.78% 31.72 31. 42 99.68%

4 23.33 23.09 99.71% 31.62 31.46 99.56%

5 22.82 22.62 99.69% 32.78 32.68 99.89%

6 19.96 19.75 99.33% 36.85 36.58 99.42%

7 20.96 20.86 99.63% 34.66 34.46 99.32%

Figure 6 
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The total amount of data within the total active num-
ber of nodes in the cluster is D_sum=m*D_Ave. While 
the sleep node number is n, the amount of data gener-
ated by the sleeping node is D_sl_sum=n*D_Ave.
D_Ave is the data reduction ratio and D_Aveϵ(0,1]. 
Data reduction ratio is described in (15):

_ __ .
_

D sl sumD Rate
D sum

= (15)

Fig. 7 shows the amount of data reduction for each 
cluster, which shows that the amount of data in a sin-
gle cluster can be reduced by 67%. This greatly reduc-
es the amount of data needed to be transmitted in the 
sensor network. 
Assuming that the energy consumption of the trans-
mission is E,

( ),end strE Ne T T= - (16)

where, E is the energy consumption of data transmission 
between two nodes, N is the number of nodes in each 
cluster. By (16), the transmission time Tstr and the stop 
transmission time Tend are the same in the start time. 
The greater the amount of energy required by the N, the 
greater the amount of energy E. In the cluster, it reduces 
the amount of data of WSN, and the energy consumption 
can also be reduced at the same time as shown in Fig. 7. 
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Figure 7 
Comparison of energy consumption
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The redundant data eliminated is transmitted in 
sense of the life cycle that has been improved. To 
ensure the structural integrity of WSN, it makes the 
WSN more complex for a long time.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, the energy consumption of the wire-
less sensor network with large data environment is 

studied. To reduce the energy consumption and data 
redundancy, a mean filter algorithm based on the 
node data image is proposed, which provides a new 
direction for solving the problem of large data sensor 
networks. Comparing with existing algorithms, the 
provided algorithm can not only solve the problem of 
generation, transmission of large data which brings 
huge energy consumption of sensor network, it also 
can effectively reduce the data redundancy, improve 
the density of the data value and data post-process-
ing. The provided algorithm is validated through a 
real data set. The experiment results show that un-
der the premise of attaining high data fidelity, the 
nodes are effectively divided into active nodes and 
dormant nodes. The dormant nodes turn into sleep 
mode, which reduces the redundant data and energy 
consumption, and increase the life-cycle of wireless 
sensor network. For the future work, we will study 
the multi-variable, multi-dimension data model. At 
the same time, we need to optimize the algorithm in a 
timely manner to ensure that the algorithm has been 
in an efficient mode.
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